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011. Vicious Agent 1 

Ding Shan and Xiao Zhao rushed to the event venue and found that the 
brand was still methodically preparing the decorations at the venue. 
They were not as angry as Yang Hua had said. 

On the contrary, when the staff saw that Ding Shan had arrived, they 
subconsciously stopped what they were doing and looked at Ding Shan, 
who was not far away. 

A few exclamations could be heard from the crowd. “This is the first time 
I’ve seen Ding Shan! She’s so thin and so beautiful!” 

“That’s right, a female celebrity is indeed from a different world from us. 
Look at her, she looks like a little princess.” 

“But I’ve heard that her resources have been getting worse and 
dwindling recently, and our brand doesn’t seem to be planning on 
signing anymore…” 

“Shh! Don’t say that, that manager of hers isn’t someone to be trifled 
with!” 

Ding Shan calmly accepted the gazes of the crowd and also heard the 
whispers of the crowd. However, Ding Shan pretended to know nothing 
and politely took off her sunglasses. She smiled sweetly and nodded at 
the crowd. She even raised her hand and waved it gently. 

This caused another small commotion in the crowd. Ding Shan’s attitude 
undoubtedly left a good impression on everyone. After being in this 
industry for a long time, it was rare to witness this kind of celebrity act. 
Many people did not treat the staff as human beings. 

Even if they did not act ‘big-name’, most of the celebrities were very cold 
and aloof. Ding Shan was able to greet everyone naturally and cordially 
like a little sister next door, making everyone have a better impression of 
her. 



In fact, in the entertainment circle, Ding Shan was considered special. 

The audience only saw the side of Ding Shan that was well-packaged. 
The fans also knew about Ding Shan’s honor awards. However, the staff 
in the circle knew that Ding Shan’s position in the entertainment circle 
was very awkward. 

If it was in terms of acting skills and professional standards, Ding Shan 
had nothing to be picky about. After all, not just anyone could get the title 
of Triple Best Actress. They had never heard that Ding Shan had any 
backing, so she would not be involved in anything. 

However, Ding Shan could not get any good resources in the circle. The 
management of the family business was not effective in the 
entertainment circle where there were more wolves and less meat. 
Moreover, the manager called Yang Hua was famous for being crafty 
and mean. 

The good resources that came because of Ding Shan’s strength and 
reputation were all scared away by Yang Hua and Ding Wan’s sky-high 
prices. Only some unrated resources were left for Ding Shan. Ding Shan 
didn’t have much social interaction other than with her work. She was 
like a beautiful doll that had been put on the shelf. She wasn’t down to 
earth at all. 

And today, Ding Shan had broken the stereotype of people. When she 
became lively, she looked especially adorable. 

At this moment, Yang Hua walked over in a hurry. She wasn’t in a good 
mood. “Why are you so slow? I’ve been waiting for a long time!” 

Ding Shan glanced at her. “Aunty Hua, didn’t we agree to meet at ten? 
We’re not late.” 

Yang Hua’s eyes widened. “Then can’t you be a little earlier? We’re all 
waiting for you here!” 

Ding Shan looked around. “I think everyone is busy. Maybe it’s just that 
Aunty Hua came early and got bored waiting for us.” 



The people around nodded to themselves. There was still some time 
before they begin. They were all busy with their work. Only Yang Hua 
was restless after she arrived. She held her waist and started to give 
orders. One moment, she said that the sofa was not in a good position, 
the next moment, she went to the lighting technician to complain that the 
angle was not professional, which annoyed everyone. However, 
because of Ding Shan’s identity, he gave her some respect (face). 

Listening to the conversation between Yang Hua and Ding Shan at this 
time, everyone sighed with emotion. It was really unfortunate for Ding 
Shan to have such a manager. Not only was Yang Hua unlikable when 
she worked outside, but she had also affected Ding Shan’s popularity. 
She did not even have the most basic respect for her artiste. It was 
obvious that she had come early and caused trouble at the venue, yet 
she was blaming Ding Shan instead. 

Yang Hua did not expect Ding Shan to be different today. For a moment, 
she was at a loss for words. She stared at Ding Shan and did not dare to 
flare up in front of everyone. 

Ding Shan ignored her completely. She politely bowed to the people 
around her and said slowly, “I have troubled everyone today. I will treat 
everyone to afternoon tea in a while. Please accept my apologies.” 

The people around cheered and thanked her. They felt that Ding Shan 
was different from the little fairy that they remembered in the world. Now, 
she was more like a gentle goddess that had dropped into the world. 

 


